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Abstract

I ..

'
The present international airport of
!Amsterdam is expected to have reached
I its maximum capacity by 19 85, conse¬
quently, the selection of a new interna¬
tional airport site in the Netherlands
is a topic. A planning commission is
busy comparing five potential locations,
of v;hich three offshore, using cost bene¬
fit analysis. The commission's final
advise will be presented to the Govern¬
ment in 1974 after which a political
decision will be taken. Meanv/hile, the
technical implications of offshore airport construction are under study, Considerations focus on polder and fill type
solutions, both for the Zuyder Zee and the
North Sea, the latter fixed along the
. |sl 'e or in open sea. For some of these
so^cutions, the studies cover the impact of
the new airport on the present coast, and
the required defence structure. Special
jattention is paid to the sand, which will
[be the main building material for the
island. Much c.xperience in this respect
has been gained on the Maasvlakte recla¬
mation, a hydraulic fill along the Dutch
North Sea Coast. Finally, a broad impres¬
sion is given on the cost aspects of this
type of constructions.
•
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1. The Netherlands
The Country
The Netherlands is situated in the
north-west of the continent of Europe,
bordered by Germany in the east, Belgium
in the south and the North Sea in the '
n- th and v/est. The land area is about
l-,000 sq.miles (length x width =
140 X 90 sq.miles). Geographically it be¬
longs to the coastal region of the North
Sea. Relatively high grounds arc found in
the east and south, the highest point
rising to 300 m. The western and northern ‘
P^rts lie belov/ sea level, the onlv exoDt—
ion lieing a line of dunes, v;ith many gaps
in it, along the coast. It is dvkes that
keep the water out of those low-lving
'
areas, consisting of clay and fen'lands.
!
Without those dykes, all this land in
I
which more than half the population lives,!
v;ould be flooded (Fig. 1) .
Large parts of Holland have been rej
claimed from the sea. Since the first
I
half of the 13th century about 2,200
i
^sq.miles of land have thus been accuired
j
.(
instance, Amsterdam airport '
■I (Sc)iiphol) lies on v/hat used to be the
i
I bottom of lake Haarlem, 4.5 m.eters below
i sea level, .h schcm.atic cross-section over
•'the western part of Holland is shown in
Pig. 3.
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Population
The population amounted to 13.5 million
.on January 1, 1973. This means a populaI
of more than 1,000 peoole per
jsr mile, making the Netherlands the'most
■de. .ely populated country in the v/orld.
The highest concentrations of population
are found in parts of the provinces South
jHolland, North Holland and Utrecht. This
jarea is of a complex structure, a decen;tralized metropolis. In Dutch it is called
•Randstad^Holland (in English: West Holland
Conurbation), as it consists of a ribbon
of agglomerations in a ring around a
dairying district.
It has an area of 1,600 sq.miles (length x
width = 40 X 40 miles) less than oneseventh of the country, but it contains
about 40% of the total population, at a
density of more than 2,500 people per sq.
mile. The tov/ns of Amsterdam, Rotterdam
and The Hague (population per town about
1,000,000) are situated in this Randstad
Holland. A comparison in population densi¬
ty between the United States and the
Netherlands is made in Table I.
Refore V7orld War II the Netherlands v;as
an agricultural nation. ITowadays of the
j
VTorking population, numbering more than
i
4,500,000, 42% are v/orking in manufacturing
industry, 50% in the services sector (in¬
cluding trade), and only 8% in the agri¬
cultural and fisheries sectors.
The North Sea
The fact that the Netherlands in the
north and west is bordered by the North
;
Sea, v/hich has an average level higher than
50% of the country, has m.ade the Dutch
struggle against the sea for centuries.
Table I
Country/State
U.S.A.
California
New York (state)
New Jersey
Netherlands
l^andstad Holland

The^ North Sea is a border sea of the '
^Atlantic Ocean. Its average depth is about
’95 m. In front of the Dutch coast is a
jVast area with depths of about 25 m. The
jtides are coming from the Atlantic Ocean
land enter the'North Sea mostly from the
northern side. The differences in tide
vary along the Dutch coast from about 2 m
at the Hook of Holland to about 4 m in
Flushing. The tidal currents are m.ostly
parallel to the coastal line and have
average speeds of 0.5 - 1.0 m/sec.
The North Sea is a very dangerous and
freakish sea, especially in the Dutch
coastal region v/hen the v;ind comes from
the northern or v;estern region, resulting
in a heavi' wave attack on this coast.
i
Water which is set up by wind to the
1
Dutch coast can reach very high levels be- ’
cause the shallov/ banks in front of the
coast give high resistance to the return
current. Water set up in this way may raise
the sea level by as much as 3 meters.
Wave action should still be superim.posed
on this effect.
Another dangerous phenomenon is the pen¬
dulum effect. After a storm, water blov/n up
to the Dutch coast flov/s back to the Eng¬
lish coast where it is reflected. This
pendulLim time in the North Sea is about
35 hours. V7hen after the reflection a se¬
cond so-called twin storm starts v/ithin the
second half of the 35-hour period, the
blov7n-up water at the Dutch coast reaches
even higher levels than the first time.
VJave data have been collected from the
North Sea during the past 25 years by vi¬
sual observations from light vessels lo¬
cated about 10 miles from the Dutch coast.
Observations have also been made from
wave-measuring structures in the sea, loca¬
ted only a few miles from the coast, in

Population 1969_Area sq.mile
201,000,000
19,000,000
19,000,000
7,000,000
13,000,000
4,500,000

3,615,000
158,700
49,600
7,800
13,000
1,600

2

Population
density per sg.mile
56
120
380
900
1,000
2,500

^which self-recordina
equipment is ins^^lMed. These ineasurerfents together show that
the significant v/ave height (the average
height of the highest one-third of the
v/aves in a v/ave series) amounts to about
9 meters.
•

II. Planning a new airport
■General
i

It appears in the whole constellation
of
traffic patterns in Western Europe,
that the Netherlands do have a relatively
important share in travelling and trade,
partly no doubt because of the highly
indxistrialized area around Rotterdam
(by far the largest port of the world) and
the traditional trading function of Amster¬
dam.
At present, there are two international
airports in the Netherlands. By far the
main airport is the one of Amsterdam
j(Schiphol airport), located at less than
>10 miles from the city. The other one,
;ne
Rotterdam, is a small airport with
;only a few international connections, all
'Within Europe. Holland, ho'wever, is a
;small country and distances do not play a
significant role. That is the reason that
airport planning is taken up on a natio;
nal level, beyond the competitive sphere
|
of cities, regions or provinces.
|
Air transport, as everyv;here, is rapid-'
ily grov;ing in Holland, too, and although
:
the facilities at Schiphol Airport are
j
fine and modern, it is very clear that the
airtraffic prognosis of a few years ago is j
far too low. In fact, the moment the
j
present terminal v;as opened in 19 67 it
1
was decided to expand the piers immediate-’
ly, and the introduction of Boeing 747 hasi
hastened the realization tliereof.
More important is the system of run¬
ways. There are 4 runways now, but most ofj
these point toward densely built-up areas.1
Schiphol has since its establishment in
j
1£
been gradually surrounded by the
ever increasing urbanization, and the
noise pollution has become a serious
problem. To such an extent even that
Schiphol is now closed to air traffic
during the night hours.
Not all runways are equally bad for
the surrounding population, but the situa¬
tion is keenly v/atched by everybody and
further expansion of the system, is virtu^ily impossible unless v/e would demolish
v;holo tov/ns v/hich is, of course, not a
realistic proposition.
:
But there is more. The increasing
pressure exerted in the runway construct- '
ion by the bigger types of aircraft poses
higher requirements to the structural
'
characteristics, particularly the founda- I
tion. The polder in which Schipliol is si- !
tuated consists of peat and clay, and
has its limitations in carrying capa¬
city. Increased foundation strength
would require a large-scale subsoil
improvement. 7i.lthough this is of course
!
not impossible, it is certainly very
Gxpcn.sivc and tine consuming.

'

For all this reasons, it has been
decided to consider the construction of
an entirely new airport v;hich, when care¬
fully planned, could serve the whole of
v;estern Holland including the full
^urbanized area betv/een the Zaan (north of
‘Amsterdam) and Dordrecht (south of Rotter'dam.
In March 1968 the Netherlands Government
appointed a Comjnission -Commission
Falkenhagen named after the chairman- to
enquire into the possibilities of such a
new Netherlands airport. In Anril 1971,
the Commission's study was published,
and the Netherlands Governm.ent accented
the Commission's recomjnendations as'a
basis for a further study. The recommen¬
dations were :
- to carry out a national economic cost/
benefit analysis, and
- to m.ake a more detailed study and evai
luation of the five possible sites
(Fig. 4) V7hich the Commission selected
out of a long list of 14 alternatives.
In those five short-listed sites, two
are located on the old land v;hi]e the re¬
maining three are located on land to be
reclaimed either in the North Sea or in
jthe former Zuyder Sea.
Installation of a planning group
To study these five sites more care¬
fully, in January, 1972, the planning
I group Second Netherlands Airport v/as
'appointed. This is a project group under
I the direct control of the Director-General
Civil Aviation. A task definition v/as set
'up on the basis of the recommendations of
■' the Commission Falkenhagen, and the
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; planning group v/as authori.ccd by the
Government to taJie all necessary measures ‘
jfor coordinating the studies and invest!- '
gations concerning the project. The
i
planning group was given a period of two
i
years to fulfil this task.
|
One of the most serious problems facing^
I the planning group v/as the method of
j
1 approach to its task. On the one side
i
ithere was a need for a speedy decision.
^
I On the other hand, there was the need to
; establish public confidence in the v/ork of
;the group. The planning group therefore
[chose a systematic analysis of the entire j
problem and use of the cost/benefit technlgue. The framev/ork for a systematic
analysis is laid dov/n in a relations dia- i
gram shov/ing the inter-relationship and
|
iinterdependency of the major activities.
!
(Fig. 5) .
Each activity in itself can, of course, befurther elucidated into another sub-diai
gram. The diagram clearly shov/s v/hich dis¬
ciplines or specialization have to be
employed and where the various experts
have to cooperate.

j

The cost/benefit analysis technique

i
;
1
The national economic cost/benefit
!
i analysis consists of a two-sector m.acro1 economic model, currently being developed.
! One sector describes the airport, inclu:ding connected activities like airlines,
j primary and secondary employment, derived ^
i activities (hotels, tourist trade, freight
distribution centres, etc.); the other
■ sector describes "the rest of the economy".
The two sectors are connected by "forv^/ard
j and backward" links.
:
;
This model will enable us to describe
! the im.pact of investment in airport capa- ■
I city on the fulfilment of the economic
.
[objectives: full employment, stable,
i
I Balance of Payments, national grov/th, etc.
; Confrontation of the results from this
;
[model, with and without investment
i
jin airports, should answer the question ' ,
j v/hether airport investment is favourable, '
I from the national-economic viev/point.
I
However, the model cannot take into
'
account non-monetary factors like travel
time, environmental effects, impacts on'
recreation, etc. Optimisation is there¬
fore necessary.
i
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yH*-' r“j1 ' This is done by a cost/bencfit analy¬
sis on a comparative basis, v/hich takes
into account all non-monetary values, but
which cannot describe, at least not to
the full extent as in the two-sector
model, the way in v;hich the economy will
react to the airport investment. With the
help of this comparative model it should
be possible to ansv;er the question which
'of the five short-listed sites is the
I best.
At the same time, this comparative cost/
benefit analysis supplies a lot of data
which can be used for the two-sector model
such as construction costs, cost of land
acquisition, cost of infrastructure, etc.
The final report of this planning group
will be handed over to the Netherlands
Government in the beginning of 1974, after
which a decision v/ill be made.

General
For the purpose of this conference on
i
c
shore airport planning, this paper
1
will deal particularly with the special
|
problems arising at the three offshore
sites. Important advantages are that such
sites will cause practically no noise
j
nuisance on the mainland, even if it
!
should prove necessary to construct cross-:
runways. Consequently an airport like this'
could be operational 24 hours a day, an
j
important factor for freight transport.
!
Regarding extensions, there are with
1
an offshore airport no expropriation pro- j
cedures for land and houses. But because
j
of the relatively high construction costs j
of artificial islands, studies v;ill be
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necessary to solve the problem v/hether
the nev; terminal should be on the island
or whether an inland terminal should be
built to keep the island as small as
i
possible.
I
Another basic problem is the impact of
the new airport on the existing infra- '
structure and v/hether completelv new
!
transport techniques should be used.
'
If the cost-benefit analysis points to
one of the offshore locations being pre¬
ferable, then the civil engineering
aspects will have to be taken seriously
into account. These include hydraulic,
geological, sedimentological and morpholo-'
gical criteria such as tides, waves,
j
currents, etc.
|
Primarily the remainder of this review •
deals v;ith the situation from these viev/points.
Layouts

Ill. Offshore possibilities

lEftMtNAl

!
j
j
i

As already stated, there are two possijbilities for the terminal buildings, name|ly, terminal.buildings situated on the
I island or situated on the mainland. On the
other hand, the layout is determined by
the runway system (use of parallel and
cross-runways). In Figs. 6 and 7 a fev;
:possibilities for schematic layouts
(taking into account the above factors)
will be found. Also the flexibility of
these solutions in connection with future
extensions is indicated.
The situation near the island of Goeree
and the Maasvlakte, two of the three off■ shore sites being studied, offer good
■perspectives for runway layouts as given
; in Fig. 6 and 7. "Also the cross-runv/ays, to
be used only in times of northern or south¬
ern wind,' find their greatest noiseinfected areas over water (Fig. 8).
:Obviously, islands at some distance to the
coast permit, from a viewpoint of noisepollution, runways in any convenient
direction.
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TYPICAL LOCATIONS OF OFFSHORE AIRPORTS
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Locations and possible solutions,
IN OPEN

For the construction of airport islands,
the follov/ing locations are possible:
A. airport connected with the shore;
B. airport separated from the shore;
C. airport in the open sea; and
airport in a lake.
D.
(For A, B and C see Fig. 9).
In all the above-mentioned loeations,
in the Netherlands the follov;ing solutions
can be considered (Fig. 10) :
P
ler islands:
a.I. Very low-lying land on the bottom of
a relatively deep sea.
a. 2. Low-lying land on the bottom of a
relatively shallov/ sea.
a* 3. Low-lying land with a fill on the
bottom a relatively deep sea.
Fill islands:
b. 1. Land lying just above normal high
water, protected against high waters
and waves by a sand body, also acting
as a base for runv;ays.
b- 2, Land lying above extreme high water.
Construction like floating airports
or airports on piles are considered to
be less safe and too expensive compared
with polder or fill islands, to v;hich
the Dutch v;ay of life is very much
accustomed.
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■ . IV. Main differences between
•

!currence of once in 1,000 years or even
jless and the stability is guaranteed even
at the highest conceivable sea levels by
j choosing an appropriate dyke cross-section
that takes the local foundation conditions
'into account. Also is due attention paid
;to the seepage through the dyke and the
subsoil; collection of the seepage by a
'drainage system on the inside of the dyke
'is sometimes necessary to prevent slides.
Under the Dutch conditions it is most
likely not necessary to construct a cut-off to reduce the amount of seepage. So
' far, the studies have not revealed too
I large seepage quantities that could not
be coped with by usual-size pumping staj tions.
Where the sea bottom contains clay
layers, water overpressure in the sand
I layer beneath could upheave the clay layer
! and cause piping, v/hich could endager the
I polder. Drain wells are then made in the
:sand layer so as to prevent this phenomeinon.
From the above it v/ill be clear that
the construction of a polder requires very
;thorough geo-hydrological investigations
in the area concerned. With the modern
'theoretical and technological means it is
^possible to design a safe dyke. The more
reliable the data are, the more can full
safety be guaranteed. Even acts as sabo¬
tage or accidents will, with well-designed
:sea defences, not lead to catastrophes
jbecause of the masses of sand that must be
'removed before failures of the dyke occur.
1 Examples of dykes, designed for extreme
'safety, can be found in the south v/est of
i the Netherlands, in which the land v/as
'protected by m.ore than 600 miles of sea
dykes. The safety is being increased by
jthe so called Delta Project.v/hich v/ill
jreduce the total length of defence by
japproximately 400 miles by closing off the
{sea arms. In the area concerned the chance
'of sea levels exceeding the calculated
'design level of the nev/ dykes is nov/ not
,more than once in every 10,000 years.
!
For each of the enclosing dams, a
■ special problem is found by the last gap
1 to be closed; as the gap narrov/s the ve'locity of the in and outflowing tidal
;water will increase. For this problem
j special closing methods have been develoIped. Much experience on this subject has
been gained in this respect by using
jcableways and/or caissons.
A fill requires only an adequate de! fence of its shoreline. Some dam.age of
: this defence under extreme conditions can
be accepted. The sea defence of a fill
will be less expensive than the sea de¬
fence of a polder.

polders and fills

I
I

Size of the airport site
To ensure a safe flight-path, dykes
must give enough clearance in respect of
the I.F.R. glide slopes. As a consequence,'
,an airport in a polder requires a larger
;
■area than one constructed on fill for the
•same runv;ay configuration. The dimensions
!are a function of the height of the dykes ;
1 above the runway's level. For the Dutch
j
'coast, with depths of approximately 10 m, ;
and a dyke crest at MSL + 20
the total
height of the dyke is approximately 30 m,
leaving a space of 1,500 m betv/een the
end of the runway and the dyke. This space,
however, can be used for other purposes
:
as far as airport operations permit.
|
Various private groups in the Netherlands
are suggesting and promoting offshore
facilities for different types of activi¬
ties v/hich are less desirable on the main ^
land (v/aste treatment plants, refineries, |
etc.). It is considered inadmissible to
j
c
ept public recreation near offshore
;
ajLrports because of the influence that
j
the public may in future v/ish to exert
on aircraft operation.
Airports in a polder seem to have a
saucer-effect, but in reality this is
1
only slightly so; compared with the v/idth
of the polder, the dykes are very lov;.
Hov/ever the use can indeed be influenced
by sense physiological effects.
Simulator-tests can produce information
cxbout the differences in attractiveness
of the airport for the pilot. In the
!
Netherlands similar tests have been made, j
in the design of the nev7 harbour entrances
at the Hook -of Holland (port of Rotterdam)
using scale models (Fig. 11).

I

I

Safety
Failure of the dyke of a polder v;ould
cause flooding with severe damage to the
■rport and large economic losses due to
u.iserviceableness of the airport during
a rather long period. So the dyke has to
fulfil very high standards of safety. The
dyke is designed so as to prevent it from
failure by overtopping, V7ave attack or
sliding. The outside slope must withstand
extreme water levels and V7aves occurring
during storms with a frequency of re-

|
■
j
|
j

j
1

I
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Drainage of rainfall and seepage
.

-

^

Drainage of a fill is simpler than
drainage of a polder. Not only does the
drainage in a fill take place by gravity,
but also seepage problems are not present.
In both solutions a collection system is
necessary for the paved areas and the
; buildings. The polder requires for the
' unpavod areas a more intensive drainage

-

Fig. 11
7

rthan a fill to keep the goundv/ater-table
everyv;here at the precisely required level.
To rcniove the rainwater and the seepage
from a polder and to dewater the polder
after completion of the dyke, pumping
stations are used. To reduce possible
harri'.ful effects of pov;erbreaks, provision
is made for alternative power supplies
and also for storage basins in the polder.
V.

Vr» Shape and defence
General
!
The orientation of the length axis of
ian airport island is determined by the
] direction of the runv/ays. In the Nether!lands, both the dominant direction of
'the tidal (ebb and flood) current and
i the main v/ind direction are more or
'less parallel to the coast line. Thus a
I favourable solution from a hydraulic
j point of view can be obtained by
iapplying an island of a long rectangular
'shape with the longest axis parallel
!to the coast. This leads automatically
'to a runway layout as given in Fig. 6b
and 6d.
Apart from shape, the type (and
crest height) of the defense structure
is of primary importance in the design.
It is determined mainly by v/ater level
and wave run-up, although there is a
number of additional factors such as
subsidence after construction. In the
North Sea near Hook of Holland the
water level is varying due to the tide,
wind, etc. Mean high v/ater is M.S.L. +
0,9 m and mean lov/ v/ater is M.S.L. 0,7 m. Under stoian conditions once in a
ten thousand years an extreme v/ater
level of M.S.L. + 5 m is taken into
account (Fig. 12).

Influence on the coastline

Airport connected v/ith the shore
The Dutch coast is subject to a result¬
ing littoral drift northward. Consequently,
in the case of an airport connected V7ith
i
the shore, an adjacent part of the coast
will accrete, v/hile another part will
erode. Partially for the latter section
special measures have to be taken to’
protect the shore.
In addition, the airport will change
tidal, and v/ind-influenced currents as
j
v/ell as v;ave patterns and characteristics, j
This,too, will have effects on the neigh- |
b'
.-ing coast in the form of sedimentation .
and erosion. Due to contraction of
j
currents, it is not at all unlikely that
the sea bottom may scour near the reclai
mation, v/ith all the consequences for the i
stability of the sea side of the .reclama¬
tion area. These problems are being stu¬
died in detail in hydraulic or mathemati¬
cal models, which usually give very reli¬
able predictions of a chosen solution.
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Airport separated from the shore
Due to the existence of an island in
front of the coast, currents in the area
between the island and the shore will in¬
crease. Also concentration of currents
along tlic outside of the island v/ill occur
Behind this island a relative calm v/ind
climate will appear, depending on the di¬
mensions of the island and the distance
from the coast. Also diffraction of waves
c
both ends of the island will take
pxace. Superposition of the above-mention¬
ed phenomena determines the actual res¬
ponse of the sea bottom around the island
and near the coast. It is the intention
to carry out model investigations to study
these phenomena.

PROBABILITY OF EXCEEDING
WIND.HIGH-WATER LEVELS
AND V;AVE - HEIGHTS
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The greater the distance betv/een an
island and the coast, the less are the
;
effects of currents and v/aves on the
I
coast and coastal area. The only factors
!
remaining are the v/aves and flov/ around
1
the island itself. In planning and design-,
ing the island, the hydraulic characteris-,
tics (shape) are of course taken into
j
account so as to reduce the effects of
1
concentration of currents and v/ave-attack. '
klgh^waler level* in m ♦ MSL ,
wovc-heighi

L.

in m.

Fig.
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12

type because of the big wave forces
. exerted on the latter.
I
. Island v/ith a beach

' Tidal current velocities during spring' tide have a maximum.in the order of 2 m/
sec. V7avcs (v;ind vav’es and sv7ell) are al¬
most alv/ays existing. Exceeding frequences
of significant v;ave heights for a bottom
depth of M.S.L. - 15 m are given in
Fig. 12. The upperlayer of the sea bottom
in this part of the Dutch coast consists I
I
of medium size sand (200 - 250 micron).
i

Since the enormous development of sand
supply techniques, the construction of
I huge and irodern dredging equipm.ent, and
the high efficiency in this industry,
'which has led to almost fixed nominal
I [prices in spite of tlie continued rapid
j- .inflation, dike building has come into
I I a different phase: beach slopes, uni : protected by any fixed structure have nov/
I [become possible. A ground plan for a
fill-type island, for a long oval airiport, protected by such a sand beach
|is given in Fig. 14. It is clear that
in this case v/aves and currents will
transport sand along and perhaps av/ay from
the beach. This means that some parts
of the beach v/ill erode and have to be
nourished with sand. This can be done,
periodically. It is expected that
I
replenishment v/ill be needed once
!
in about five years. Attractive points of
I
this type of island are:
- simple natural protection v/ith very low
wave run up;
- flexible construction to modify the
shape and to phase extensions of
the island (only for a fill island);
- simple execution;
- simple maintenance by periodical
nourishment.
I
An unattractive point is that the total
area of cross-section is large.
I
Consequently, it is necessary to have'
I
much sand available in the vicinity of
.
!
the island for the sandbody itself, to
compensate the losses of sand during the
construction, and for maintenance. Although the North Sea does not provide
!
any problems in this respect, yet it is '
i
being studied v/hether the application of
I
i gravel on the beach v/ill have merits.

I Protection of the outside slope
j

,

i

For offshore islands there are a
number of possibilities to realize
and adequate protection against attack
from the sea. The following three prin¬
cipally different solutions are under
consideration (Fig. 13a, b and c):
Beach v/ith dunes (Fig. 13. a)
- Sand beach only (Fig. 13.a.1)
- Sand and gravel beach (Fig. 13.a.2)
Low crested (M.S.L. + 2 m) breakv/ater in
front of a beach (Fig. 13.b)
- Talus type breakwater (Fig. 13.b.l)
irtical type break'/;ater (Fig. 13.b.2)
Dike (Fig. 13.c)
- Talus type (Fig. 13.C.1)
- Vertical type (fig. 13.c.2) .
Island protected by a dike
Whether a fill or a polder Island,
the border of the island can be defended
against the sea by a dike. There are
many dike cross-profiles possible, and
detailed design has not yet been under¬
taken, but the dikes are in principle
not different from the many modern
dyk.es made in the various parts of the
Netherlands (some of them in 40 to 45 m
deep water). Dykes of the talus type
are usually preferred over the vertical

j
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The island v/ith a sand/gravel beach
has in principle the saire ground plan as
the one with a sandy beach but the aravel
can protect a somev.'hat steeper slope.
Gravel is derived from the English East
Coast and can be dredaed and transported
to the Dutch Coast at reasonable cost.

Fig. 14

A

requires a lot of sand (partly for
maintenance) or it requires protective
materials such as stone and/or bitumen.
Studies are being made of possibilities
to economize on costs, by limiting the
length of the protected coastline through
fixing parts of it and leaving the in- •
betv/een. sections- open to attack and ero¬
sion from the sea. Obviously, such policy
is only acceptable for fill islands and
cannot be adopted for polders. A careful
hydraulic design will create a dynamic
equilibrium (Fig. 16).
The fixed structures can consist of:
i- dam structures of a straight type
(long
I
groynes) perpendicular to the shore!
line (Fig. 16.2)
- dam structures creating the so called
"tombolo" (Fig. IC.I).
jIf properly designed, the beaches do not
jneed maintenance. The structures however,
(will cause turbulence due to currents and
jas a cons£;quence scour occurs at the end
of the structures. Also are these structures
exposed to high v/aves and strong currents.
In fact they must resist nearly all energy
v/hich in the previous case is spread over
the full circumference of the island. The •
studies so far revealed that for the
partly fixed island t)ie flexibility is
much less and the cost higher than so¬
lutions with a normal beach.

I; -.nd v;ith breakwater in front of
a weach
Efforts have been made to find a
cheaper v/ay of protecting the island by
applying a (non-v/aterproof) breakv/ater in
front of the sand beach so as to reduce
the v/ave and current attack on the beach.
Beach slopes can then bo a little steeper
(requiring less sand) and/or the regular
maintenance is less. Fig. 15 indicates a
plan for a fill island of this type. The
stability of the breakv;ater has to be
ensured against heavy avc attack. This
concept is relatively expensive and the
flexibility is limited. For the North Sea,
where the waves are not too high, it is
likely that the beach v;ithout breakv/ater
is to be preferred, but the comparative
studies have not yet been completed.

I

Fill island v/ith beaches between
E arate fixed structures
It is without any doubt that the out¬
side slope of the island is costly. It

PLAN OF A FILL ISLAND PROTECTED BY A BREAK¬
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Chains usually consist of;
1. Trailing suction hopper dredeters
for the actual delivery of sand, dumoiAg
the sand in a "pit" that functions as a‘
store.
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2. Stationary suction dredgers, with
a large production and operating at great
depths, pumping the m.aterial from the
dumping pit to the reclamation area via a '
pipeline, partly floating and for the rest
sunk on the bottom of the sea.
{
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3. A normal pipeline on the reclamation
area, transporting the sand to its orecise
place, if so required with the aid of a
booster-station.

VII. Sand as a buildincy rnatoirial

General
In the above, only earthen dykes and
Jiydraulic fills have been considered.
There is no doubt about it that those are
hy far the most suitable types of con¬
struction for offshore islands. There is a
1
of experience in the Netherlands in
applying sand as building material; sand
is available in large quantities and can
be transported at relatively lov/ cost, and
if in the future part of the v/orks need be
altered (because of changed requirements)
it can be easily removed. Sand finds its
‘
Protecting function not from its
"strength" but from its mass and from the !
normal property of giving resistance
i
against flov;ing v/ater; in this sense,
I
sand forms a homogeneous and very common
■
element in the natural coast. Other types !
of structures are alien in this environ—
!
ment, and subject to attacking forces by
the sea that tend to break up the strength,
particularly where the structure is hetero¬
geneous .
Tn the past, many sea defence construct¬
ions in the Netherlands have been made of ;
sand, but it is only since the last 30
'
years that sand supply has become an
!
lustry . Stimulated by the prospect of
iminense large works, contractors and ship- :
builders have developed a technique that
has proved to be most efficient and worka-■
ble under practically all weather condi!
tions. The secret is in the separation of i
the actual supply of sand from the act of
bringing the sand precisely in its place, i
The former element, the supply, mainly
'
depends on conditions prevailing at the
!
locations where the sand is found (somei
times scattered over a wide area, in
i
.most cases in open sea where only large
trailing hopper dredgers can work), the
1
latter is a precise building v/ork with
!
its own peculiar requirements. The sepaj
ration is found in the introduction of a
^
so-called "chain" i.e., hauling the sand
'
from elsevahere and temporary dumping it
'
in a certain limited area from where it
'
is taken up again by a second dredger
that can put the material in place. The
i
intermediary dumping has the additional
*
merit of washing out the silty sedim.ent.

I

Sometimes the items 2 and 3 can be substij tuted by:
i

4. Suppletion trailing dredgers, dumpiirg their load directly in the required
place under water until depths of 3 to 5
meter have been obtained, thus providing
■a basis for further reclamation via pipe¬
lines as described under 2 and 3.
These types of dredging chains can have
I capacities of more than 0.5 million m3
jper week. As for any chain, due attention
I must be paid to the weakest link of the
jchain; for dredging chains applied offjshore, the seaworthiness, and the capacij ty of the system are the decisive factors
jin the realization of these projects.I
■Seaworthiness of the chain
:
For a reliable and uninterrupted con-•
jstruction of offshore islands, it v;ill be
!necessary to have equal seav/orthiness for
i dredging chains as for big trailers nov;,
jSay 90%. Bringing a dredging chain offjshore for beach supply (Fig! 17) or for
{the realization of an artificial island
,in open sea (Fig. 18), neither the trai—
:iing dredgers, nor the sunk (more or less
:submerged) pipeline nor the pipeline with
D.toGiMO
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boosters on the reclaimed area, nor the
suppletion trailing dredgers v/ill meet
unsolvable problems (boosters can easily
be brought ashore from the floodline if
big rubber sacks are used for amphibious
and land transport). Problems, however,
do exist for the stationary suctiondre‘ 'ers, their suction head as v;ell as
the-r body carrying all machinery.
Depending on the carrier itself, there
are four possible solutions (Fig. 19).

FIXED

I.

.43=,

'.tiud
Fig. 19

A. Submerged, V7ith the pumping unit
accommodated in the submerged pontoon.
B. Selfelevating (temporary stationary);
C. Floating, kept in position by
anchors and equipped with swell compensa¬
ting systems, and automated machinery;
D. Fixed, probably designed as a
vertical tube or under water dome.
It is knov/n that contractors, shipdesigners and shipbuilders all over the
world are v/orking in this field. As long
as no new equipment is developed, present
•type stationary dredgers can be used in’
sh'''tered water behind a first section of
a ^ xe.

barge is taken over by the bridge of the
dredger on long distance base. (The bow¬
jets can operate as a kind of waterfender)
In the Netherlands in 1959/60 on the
Rotterdam VJaterway trailers were operating
with a self-propelled barge alongside
(Fig. 20.3). T‘he trailers did only leave
their dredging site if there v/as no barge
available for filling. The system could
not be used offshore because waves and
cross-currents did not tolerate keeping
both vessels alongside each other. Regent
development of fenders and lighteringsystems in the oil-transport and offshore
mining, however, nov/ offers new possibili¬
ties.
Another possibility for a better use
of the dredging outfit is found in the
boomdredging system, in use at the Mara-

Capacity of the system
For the execution of large offshore
works, capacities, at least 5 to 10 times
as much as presently used dredging chains
are needed. In order to increase the
capacity of these chains, the application
of the seaworthy tug and barge technique,
also known as revolving hopper systems,
seems effective. Here, the transport unit
(hopper or self-propelled barge) and
dredging unit (pumps, pipes, vessel or
tug) are consequently separated; only
during the filling of the hopper they
operate in combination (Fig. 20.4). In
this field many ideas exists. One of the
ideas, mentioned in 1959, is to enclose
the bow of the self-propelled and with
bowjets equipped barge in the bow of the
(also with bowjets equipped) dredger and
connected to the dredger as done with
inland pushingcraft. At the same moment
the control of engines and rudders of the

I

3

4a

REVOLVING

HOPPER

f...
Fig. 20
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■ caibo lake (Fig. 20.1). This system, knovm
in the Netherlands for a long time, viz.
the bucket dredger with spoil gutter,
could not be applied in trailing suction
dredging systems in the Netherlands be¬
cause shipping traffic does not tolerate
a boom and sediment transport does not
tolerate the dumping of soil in the sur¬
rounded boundaries of the channel to be
dredged or maintained. In sand v/inninq
projects and for island construction, the
boom dredger in combination with a barge
alongside, has perspectives (Fig. 20.2).
As long as no new developments take place,the offshore island can be constructed by
making use of several trailers and sta¬
tionary units simultaneously.
Fundamental developm.ents in dredging
techniques
Until now, only extrapolation of
dredging chain techniques has been dealt
with; extrapolation in location (seaward),
in capacity (seaworthiness and production)
and in effectiveness (location, stability),
b'
fundamentally the same dredging chain
in operation at the mom.ent.
In 1955/56, the idea settled, that in the
near future the development of the Dutch
harbours v/ould require a considerable
amount (many hundreds of millions m3) of
dredging v/ork to be carried' out, for the
biggest part offshore. Dredging equipment
for that job was not available then,
neither in quality nor'in quantity. From
, the side of the Rijkswaterstaat (Dutch
Department of Public Works and Hydraulics),
a suggestion v;as made to design and build
a fundamentally new dredging tool, nick¬
named "Kangaroo", especially for high ca¬
pacity V7ork offshore. Although at the time

(1957) this idea appreared not yet foasi- '
ble, meaiwhile the development of equip¬
ment has progressed so far that the tech¬
nical possibilities are no lonoer doubted
It can therefore be an interesting tool
for a next generation of v;orks offshore
and in open sea (Fig. 21)'.
The Kangeroo is a self-propelled submerged double pontoon vessel with four
suction pipes, connected to four pumpunits installed deep in the pontoon.
Between the pontoons there is space for
self-propelled barges, handled and loca¬
ted through, in and from, the pontoon.
Besides the two ship-bridges "(the kange¬
roo does not need to turn around for
^orng hrs job, but operates as a modern
ferry), on top of the pontoonvessel a
storage is situated, from, where dry
(more or less desalted) sand can be dump¬
ed into a barge. In this design the
,follov7ing ideas are incorporated:
- a separation of the transport and
dredging functions;
- an outfit to store sand during the
exchange of barges and to dryland
possibly even desalt this sand;
- deeply situated pumps connected to
four pipes which are suitable both
for trailing dredging work and
(by using an advanced anchoring system)
for stationary dredging work.
It can bo expected that in the years
to come this or similar large sand produ¬
cing' equipm.ent will come into existence.
For big offshore v/orks such as an airport
island in the sea, requiring half a
billion m3 sand or more, efforts to ' .
further develop the technology are cer¬
tainly V7orthwhile, and there V7ill be no
doubt that private industry will under¬
take thC'necessary action.
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VIII. An iJ.lustration: the Maasvlakte
General
Offshore airports, although nov; serious¬
ly being considered, have not yet ■been
constructed in the Netherlands. In the
above, therefore, only plans or even
vaguer: possible plans v/ere given, and as
long as the studies continue,none of these
possible plans can turn into a plan, let
alone an actual construction. However, in
the past 40 years a number of coastal and
offshore reclamation v;orks have been or
are being carried out in the Netherlands,
which have a very similar nature - only
v/ith a different purpose. In this context,
mention can be made of the works in the
Zuyder Zee (polders), the Delta Project
(closing off the sea arms in the south¬
west of the Netherlands), and the works for
the port of Rotterdam/Europoort, consist¬
ing of the improvement of the harbour
entrance at Hook of Holland and the recla¬
mation of an area in the North Sea for
industrial use (the so-called Maasvlakte).
In Fig. 22 a map of the Maasvlakte is
Si
;n. The Maasvlakte, a hydraulic fill
with a net area of almost 4,000 acres and
protuding into the sea by more than three
miles, is protected by three types of al¬
ready mentioned coastal defences namely
a sand beach (in Fig. 22 marked as "sand
dam"), a sand and gravel beach (the
"South wall") and a breakv;ater of the
talus type in front of a sand beach (the
"Southern breakwater").

,
'

:
.

‘ The sand dam
The sand dam construction in the south; ern part of the Maasvlakte was chosen
after careful evaluation of the possible
: construction m.ethods (e.g. a rubble mound
■ breakv/ater and a full fledge dyke con, struction). For the construction, sand was
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supplied by pipelines. First a sand body
v/as made to 4 m above sea level. This part
requires coarse sand, coarser even the
more the dam extends into the open sea.
^The final body of the sand dam was made
jWith fine sand, -to a height of 7 m above
jM.S.L., filled in between sand walls made
I by bulldozers. The final width at the
!crest is 200 m (.) and above and below the
water surface slopes have been attuned to
the natural situation. VJhere possible, a
isilt layer was settled on the top, in
I order to stimulate vegetation,
j
The original aim was to extend the
sand dam to about 3,000 m offshore to a
:water depth of 5 m below M.S.L. However,
the progress of the sand dam v/as so pro¬
mising and the sand losses were so small
that it was decided to continue the dam
.up to 4,250 m offshore. At that distance
the losses of sand became considerable,
especially during storms and also the
costs of.transporting the sand increased.
From that point on, the sand dam passes
into the southern breakv/ater.
In total about 25% of the spoil
settled outside the design profile of the
dam, but it should in no way be regarded
as a loss: it added to a large extend to
the beaches along the sand dam, and so
contributed to the rapid formation of a
new equilibrium beach along the sand dam.
It appeared that this was reached in a
period of 9 months.
The works of the sand dam lasted about
135 weeks in total. About 35 million cubic
meter of sand v/as supplied v/ith a product¬
ion of 0.25 million cubic m per v/eek. The
total costs were Dfl. 60,000,000.
The south v/all
For this part of the protection of the
Maasvlakte (length 3,000 m) a sand and
gravel beach was used. The choice of this
.construction was based on the follov/ing
j considerations.
j
The south v/all is a part of the nev/
i harbour entrance, for v/hich a flexible
j construction v/as preferred because of the
'ever increasing size of the super-tankers,
;necessitating from time to time an adapta:tion of the size and lay-out of the har¬
bour-entrance. This implies that the
iconstruction adopted should be such that
it can be readily removed if necessary.
;A rubble-type dam cannot fulfil this
requirement (and is also very expensive).
A.sandy beach was not an attractive
alternative cither because the corres¬
ponding very flat slopes v/ould unfavou• rably affect the dimension of the entran¬
ce channel to Europoort. The required
bottom width of this shipping channel is
given and the flat sand slopes of the
South v/all v;ould have created very large
surfacewidth of this channel, which was
considered undesirable.
The requirements and specifications
for the design of the South v/all gravel
beach v/erc provided by model and field
investigations. The basis of the beach
consists of sand (Fig. 23). The lower
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part of this sand body up to 3" - 5 m
below M.S.L. v;as built behind an already
made submerged gravel dam by means of
trailing suction dredgers of the Transmundum type (rig. 24). These specially
designed dredgers make it possible to
achieve rather steep slopes of the sand
body. The upper part of the sand body
from 3 - 5 m below il.S.L. up to 5 m above
M.S.L. v;as pumped as a sand dyke v/ith a
natural slope of 1 : 30.
Two methods were applied for putting
the 2.5 m thick gravel cover over the
sand body above mean sea level. On a
first 500 m long stretch, the gravel v;as
pumped by a suction dredger drawing from
an underwater-depot, then transported by
a pipeline and directly spread out over
f'e sand body and incidentally levelled
1 a bulldozer. Another cheaper method
was applied in the follov;ing 800 m long
stretch. The gravel was brought into the
work by trucks and levelled by bulldozers.
The trucks were loaded under a graveltip.
The graveltip was filled by a crane that
took the gravel from barges loaded by a
bucket dredger operating in the underwater-depot.

24

Maintenance of the beach by the
supply of gravel is technically feasible
and can be economically accepted even in
case of a maintenance need of up to 15%.
Especially in areas v/here stone is scarce,
and natural products as sand gravel can
be drawn from nearby sea, this type of
construction has proved to have good
chances.
The Southern breakvmter
To guide the tidal current in the
proper direction, to protect the beach
against too heavy wave attack and to
save on required periodical maintenance
replenishment of the beach, it v/as
necessary to apply a breakwater construct¬
ion for part of the sea defence of the
Maasvlakte. This part is called the
Southern breakv/ater (length 4,500 m)
,(Fig. 25).
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PHASES OF BUILDING UP
SOUTHERN BREAKWATER
_
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The base of the breakv;ater consists of
a filter of gravel and light rubble pre¬
venting the erosion of the underlying sand
First a trench has been dredged in which
the lower filter-layer v;as dumped by
trailers (Fig. 26). For the dumping of the
rubble layers, specially designed selfpropelled, sidev/ard dumping vessels were
used (Fig. 2'7). The crest (v;idth 8 m)
consisting of concrete blocks (edge 2.50
meter, weight 43 tons) is realized with
blockdumping vessels (Fig. 28). To deter¬
mine the exact dumping position for the
workships use v/as made of radio location
systems and laser equipment.
After the construction of the break¬
water the reclamation of the Maasvlakte
itself took place by pumping sand, by
means of hydraulic transport, into the
relatively calm v/ater area behind the
^Southern breakwater.
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I Cost

IX. Timing and cost
♦I
.Timing

i!

mu

‘

The costs of the whole island without
; runways, buildings, other airport facili¬
ties, land connection, harbours, etc., can
be estimated as follows: '

I

Although the current studies are far
from being completed and conclusions
■would therefore be premature, the present
provisional impression is that for an
island in the North Sea where the seabed
;lies at M.S.L. - 8 m, a fill island protec¬
ted by a sand beach v/ith dunes is a relati¬
vely attractive concept. Such an airport
'island would have a level of M.S.L. + 5 m,
I just above the extreme high waterlevel of
about M.S.L. 4^ m (v;ith a frequency of
irecurrence of once in 1,000 years). To
.cope V7ith v/ave runup, the dunes are to have,
a level of M.S.L. + 10 m.
;
In total, for an island with an area
'of
10,000 acres, a quantity of 650 miljlion m3 of sand has to be placed including
■losses during execution; of this, 200 mililion m3 can be dumped; the remaining 450
million m3 must be pumped into position.
:Roughly half of the total quantity is
r ded for constructing the sanddam; the
Iv-.iiaining half is used as fill material. •
Five large stationary dredgers, v/ith a
joint capacity of 75 million m3 per year,
can handle the required 450 million in
six years. For the first section of the
sanddam, required as a shelter before the
stationary dredgers can start their works,
half a year is probably sufficient. In
total, 8 large trailers will be needed
.both for the direct dumping and for the
feeding of the stationary dredgers. In
computing the capacity of the trailers,
transport distances betv/een mining places
and island of- upto 20 km have been taken
into account.
For preparaty works, and for final
completion of the island another 2 to 3
years may be required. Runway construct¬
ion can already commence before the island
is fully completed.

-

dumping sand
200 million x Dfl. 2,- =

Dfl. 400 million

pumping sand
450 million x Dfl. 3,- =

" 1,350

"

study, investigation,
design, v/orkpreparations,
soundings, measurements,
I etc. =

"100

"

capitalized maintenance
of the beach 2.5 million
X Dfl. 20,- =
total
I

150
Dfl. 2,000

"

.

As the net area is 10,000 acres, the costs
per m2 are Dfl. 50. —.
X. The annual Profit and loss
account of the offshore airport
Economically, one of the offshore
sites may be found to be optimum. Financially, hov/ever, no doubt there are still
problems.
In short," the annual profit and loss
account of an airport shov/s the following
items — v/ith as an example the approxi¬
mate percentages of the account of Schiphol Airport 1971, its total annual account
being approximately Dfl. 90 million .
(Table II) .
Compared to an inland airport of the
^
same size and type of traffic, the off¬
shore airport v/ill show relatively high
cost figures. Consequently, the initial
investments for land reclam.ation and rela¬
ted v;orks such as access facilities are
many times higher than the land acquisi¬
tion and comparable cost for an airport
located somev;here inland in the Nether¬
lands. For a 10,000 acres airport depend-

Study, investigations,
designing, v/orkpreparations,
prepare contracts and
tendering for realizing
the island
“rj

Final design and building of
special suction dredgers and
selection of dredgers and
other equipment
Dumping and spouting the
island

HASE

"•HASE 2

Realizing runv/avs and' other
airport facilities
Realizing land connections
and respective harbours

time

schedule

3

4

CALENDAR

17

5

G

7

YEARS -C==~

10

Table II

I

revenue

cost

I
I

personnel costs

24

landing fees and fuel tax

37

maintenance

11

airport tax

19

depreciation

30

car parking

1

Interest charges

16.5

rentals

cleaning, power, v/ater
heating, insurance, etc.

11

profit

■ 16

concession fees

14

installations, cables, etc.

13

7.5
100

100

(ing on the cases to be compared, differen¬
ces of Dfl. 1,000 million to Dfl. 2,000
million could be expected. As a result,
'interest charges will be considerably
higher.
As for the operation costs, it is
particularly the depreciation, maintenance
a
personnel cost that will be influenced
by the offshore location. Maintenance
will, except for the normal airport
maintenance, be related to v;ave attack,
and in case of a polder to the measures
required to maintain the groundv/ater
level. Also the high salinity' of the air
will have bearing on the maintenance of
buildings, airport equipm.ent, airfield
lighting and navigational "aids.
It is estimated that the magnitude of
Interest charges, together with the other
additional costs mentioned, would be in
the order of 10% of the extra investment
cost, which micans an additional burden on
the airport budget of approximately
Dfl. 100 to Dfl. 200 million annually.
If this higher amount of cost v/ere to
be paid out of the revenue of landing
fees, fuel taxes and airport taxes at the
present rates, as a rough indication, a
traffic level of 10 to 20 million annual
.p sengers in excess of that at an inland
a.._port would be required. (For a compari¬
son: at present Schiphol Airport has '
approximately 6 million, Heathrow 16
J'^fllion and Los Angelos 20 million annual
passengers).
'
Increase of revenue by raising fees
and taxes is not a simple matter. Landing
fees are subject to considerations of
.trade, competition and arrangements. Some
effect can be expected from higher air¬
port taxes. Increase of fuel taxes might
result in smaller quantities sold.
Also not m.uch extra benefit should be
•expected from concessions; they must
• financially’ remain attractive to the
users.
•
;
Depending on the solution chosen, the
’offshore airport might become a new
:attraction in the country, thus stimula¬
ting sight-seeing by tourists and visi-■’
jtors. Related services, tourist facili¬
ties, boating to tlie island, store houses
: for interested industries, etc. might
contribute to higher revenue. Although

they v;ould by no moans be able to even
out the high extra annual costs as mentio¬
ned, investigations and market surveys in
■this respect v/ould be worthwhile.
On the other hand, it is not certain
that visitors are desirable. An operatio¬
nal policy could be to restrict the acti¬
vities on. the island to the minimum, with
the.object of reducing the required
,investments, in terminal facilities as
well as with respect to the expensive and
difficult accessibility. In that case,
not only is it impossible to increase the
revenue from visitors, but even will a
further financial drawback arise because
income from concessions, car parking, and
perhaps rental decreases, in total amoun¬
ting to several tens of millions of
guilders.
■
_
All these negative effects on the.
annual account of the offshore airport do
not necessarily imply that the solution
is not attractive as such. As described
in the beginning of this paper, many other
factors in the macro economic and infra¬
structural sphere play important and
perhaps decisive roles in selecting the
site. And if for social and nationaleconomic reasons it is decided to build
'
the airport offshore the responsibility
for the consequences rests v/ith the one
who takes the decision, viz., the Govern¬
ment.
It would, therefore, be imaginable
that the total lot of advantage's for the
society would result in a Government
'
contribution to the construction cost
and/or in an annual subsidy, the latter
especially in the first period of the
airport's life, which is a difficult
i
period, also in viev; of a split of airport operations to be effectuated at a
moment that the traffic intensity,
;
although too high for one airport, will
'
be on the modest side for tv;o of them.
'
Opinions on this matter have not been
formed in the Motherlands. Before they
.'can be formulcnted, obviously, intensive
further investigation and study will be
required to analyze and determine the
'
financial situation of the new airport.
One thing is clear, however: if economi'
cally the new airport should be made
offshore, financial limitations should
.not 1)0 allowed to frustrate that sound
•
decision.
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XI. Epiloaue

The foregoing pages are far from a
comprehensive and complete report on
what is done in the Netherlands on the
subject of offshore airport planning.
As stated, the discussions on v/hether
.or not a new airport is needed, and if
so v;hcre it should be made, still conti¬
nue and are expected to, continue for
another year. Only after these decisions
have been made v/ill the time have come
to concentrate with full speed on design
problems. The activities in this respect,
exercized at the present stage and part¬
ly des cribed in this paper, are limited
.to v;hat is necessary to complete the eco¬
nomic cost/bcnefit analysis and to pro¬
vide information so as to enable the
decision takers to make their judgem.ent
on a rational basis.
Meanwhile, the subject is interesting
enough to stimulate studies and research,
and the number of articles on offshore
airports published in professional jour¬
no’s in the I'Jetherlands is growing. Also
w.
in the private industry, contractors
and shipyards, etc., groiips are formed
that enter into joint investigations and
that end up wit2i proposals and ideas on
new airports. Several of such promotional
brochures already exist.
This v/ide interest in the subject
matter indicates that there is a areat
confidence in the technical possibilities.
Although certainly not all problems are
solved, and no doubt further problems
will arise that are at this present moment
not yet even thought of, the experiences
in large coastal and offshore v/orks as
recently executed in the Netherlands are
so promising that the planners base their
decisions on considerations of advantages
and disadvantages, of costs and benefits,
rather than on technical possibilities,
because it is generally felt in Holland
that offshore reclamation works have al¬
most become common practice.
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